TROPICAL STORM LIDIA 8-2017!! - Zippers Arroyo

We arrived just a few days after the storm and this is how we found the beach, devastating.....it felt as if it would take forever to recover!!

The tide was dangerously high. Debris and trash everywhere, Large ponds of arroyo water. Very Ominous!

The beach was unrecognizable.

Zippers arroyo formed a lake of water, it’s still there today but the sea is slowly taking it away.

The Mexican people are so resilient!
DAYS LATER ZOFEMAT HARD AT WORK.......  
How do they do it? The heat was stifling, humidity 90%. They hand raked everything into garbage cans and dumped it into little trucks, all day for days!

Mykonos beach front coming back!
Your Board and Staff, working together to make Mykonos the best on the Costa Azul.

**Word from Margot:** The real story is there are many more deaths than reported from Lidia, mostly people living in temporary housing in the Arroyos. Our thoughts and prayers are needed! I am grateful to have our Mykonos Staff and Board.

**Please note, Edwin told us with great sorrow of many of his friends and neighbors missing......**

Jeff and Dario discussing the next project.

Dedicated Staff “Martha”

Carmen and Filiberto hard at work.
On behalf of all the Mykonos Home Owners and Staff we welcome:

102A James and Betsy Horkovich - 204A Roger and Sandy Horton - 303B Francisco Arzate

Paul at the Bodega

Ivan one of our new guards

Alfredo one of our new guards with Dario